You signed this, REMEMBER?

No exceptions! How would you like to be blind for the rest of your life? It's just not worth the risk.

Buddy system states you must have someone else with you (inside the machine shop) at all times.

Numerous people have been killed in machine shops. Do NOT take safety lightly, nothing is more important that your safety or life.

Currently the hours are 8am to 5pm – M-F. If you need to work outside these hours a request should be made to (24hrs in advance) and approved by the lab manager.

There may be cases where you are carrying heavy things and/or working around machines that can eject hot/sharp shavings. Close toes shoes protect your feet to some degree, as with most research labs unprotected feet are prohibited.

Due to the higher level of danger related to the mill and lathe special training is required to use them. Training must be on record with the lab manager.

For digital documentation such as SOP's, safety tips, and policy and procedure visit: http://www.osu-tulsa.okstate.edu/helmerich/machine.php

Matt Sharpe is the campus wide safety officer. If you have any safety concerns or questions about the policy and procedure feel free to contact him. He does not office in HRC, but may show up at any time.

Zach Carpenter is the general lab manager for the core labs in HRC. His office is in HRC room 105, 8-5 – M-F.